
in the Cultural Psychology of
Oklahoma: An Interpretive Essay

By Howard F. Stein*

In the study of any culture or historical era one
can be sure he or she is “on to something” vital about that place and
time if one encounters it or collides with it at virtually every turn.
Such continuous discovery and affirmation are important conver-
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gences of what one at first cannot even know to be “data.” No matter
what subject one touches, the image or phrase or metaphor or hint
is there. When many roads lead to an identical cultural or historical
theme, one may assume validity in the sense of what we so inele-
gantly speak of as cross-validation by “phenomenological” and
“ethnographic” method.

The phrase “boom and bust” is one such slogan and image that is
unmistakably Oklahoman. Although the image is certainly also
used elsewhere, it is not definitionally so elsewhere. It is part of
newspaper accounts of everyday as well as dramatic historical
events. It pervades conversation over lunch and breakfast at the
coffee shop. University of Oklahoma and Oklahoma State Univer-
sity collegiate football victories and defeats are often couched in
this idiom. So is weather. The point is not the cultural content per
se, but the fact that any “content” can be woven into the fabric of the
theme. One would run into it even if one were not “studying” Ok-
lahoma. One learns best about Oklahoman “boom and bust” indi-
rectly, by breathing and listening, less by asking.

The spirit of this “qualitative” or “narrative” method, and the dis-
covery of pervasive cultural themes, were evoked in A. G. Mojtabai’s
novel-like study, Blessed Assurance (1988), of what it is like to live
in the shadow of nuclear war in Amarillo, Texas, where a few miles
away the final assembly of all nuclear bombs is made in the Pantex
plant. One can no more study directly the significance of “boom and
bust” in Oklahoma than one can interview people in Amarillo about
what it means to live in the shadow of nuclear annihilation or rap-
ture. But the good novelist, like the good anthropologist or histo-
rian, knows the gains of immersion. Mojtabai says that at first, “I
had thought that if I learned something of the history and economic
complexion of the city, if I could decipher the unique signature of
the landscape, then I would be able to comprehend why Pantex
seemed so well placed in the area. These considerations provided
parts of an answer, yet an essential piece of the puzzle was miss-
ing.”1 She soon realized that her method was in error; she was try-
ing too hard to find only what she thought she needed to know:

I had started out with a set agenda of questions: how people in Ama-
rillo viewed the nuclear arms race, how and when they “found out”
about Pantex, how they felt about what they found, and how they went
on with business as usual in the shadow of final assembly. Little by lit-
tle, I began to see that other questions less directly focused on Pantex
were primary and, often, more revealing, since the answers to these
provided the context, the undergirding for the political views. These
were questions belonging to a different order of generality—questions
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about human history and destiny, about the purpose of our sojourn
here on earth. I had come from a region of the country [New York] (and
from an occupational region) where the religious affiliation of an indi-
vidual was, more often than not, simply another detail in a list of vital
statistics. Here, it was central.2

Those who have a “church home” (as a denominational, geographic
place of regular worship is widely called in the prairie-plains re-
gion) and who have accepted Christ as their personal savior will be
raptured away by Christ when the earth is destroyed from above by
fire (as is prophesied in the Book of Revelation).

Around 1990, while I was having dinner in Atlanta with anthro-
pologists and linguists, I mentioned that I was currently at work on
a book on the culture of Oklahoma. One medical anthropologist
asked me very earnestly: “Where did you study?” He meant, as he
soon explained, “Which town? What village? What tribe? For what
period of fieldwork?” I was utterly at a loss for words. I felt almost
naked, for in my then-fifteen-years of living and teaching rural and
urban health care in Oklahoma, I had not conducted a traditional
anthropological field study anywhere. I had come here from west-
ern Pennsylvania via seven years of teaching psychiatry in Nash-
ville, Tennessee, at Meharry Medical College. I learned about the
culture of Oklahoma, and its implications for health care practice,
prevention, and policy planning, not from any formal or even
funded project or grant, but from day-to-day living, teaching, con-
sulting, and supervising family medicine and occupational medi-
cine physicians during their residency.

I have even learned much about Oklahoma from how New York-
ers and Chicagoans respond when I tell them I work in Oklahoma
and have become an Oklahoman (“Are you still in Oklahoma?” “Are
you really safe from Indians out there?” “Why would you want to be
in Oklahoma?”). This paper will share what this student of culture
has learned of “boom and bust” in Oklahoma from, for want of a
better phrase, merely being here and paying attention to the hu-
man life in which I was immersed. It seems to me that my life here
has been akin to that of Alexis de Tocqueville, who visited America
in the 1830s and wrote about the land and people he saw; perhaps I
am something of a de Tocqueville who stayed.

When I say that the basis of my interpretation is phenom-
enological ethnography, what this means is that my interpretation
comes from cross-validation, from reviewing “what’s in my head”
over thirty-two years, from notes from conversations, newspaper ar-
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ticles, television programs, and interviews with doctors and farm-
ers and corporate managers. I have driven more than two hundred
thousand miles over the years to teach behavioral science to family
medicine physicians in the Enid, Shawnee, and Lawton, Oklahoma,
residency programs and have taught behavioral science in over
twenty-five consecutive annual graduate seminars to occupational
and environmental medicine physician residents and physician as-
sistant (P.A.) students in Oklahoma City. I have thus had the oppor-
tunity to experience the “interior” of Oklahoma institutions and to
relate pathology to the culture from which it deviates and upon
which it comments silently and noisily. Many of my closest friends
are what anthropologists would term “key informants.” From them,
as well as from more official culture, comes my assessment that
“boom and bust” is a key to understanding what it means and feels
like to be Oklahoman.

Within the contexts of well-known and well-documented histori-
cal events, this article explores “boom and bust” as a core metaphor
of Oklahoma culture, much in the same way as one might explore
“The Church” as a core metaphor of Christendom, or “Pilgrim Fa-
thers,” or “Pearl Harbor” as a core metaphor of American history. I
shall situate economics and politics (as institutions) within
Oklahoma culture, rather than automatically as the cause of cul-
ture. Boom and bust is, it will be argued, not exclusively about eco-
nomics and its specific expressions in land, oil and gas, banking,
and the like but is found in the deeper, more shadowy realm of what
these represent, what they symbolize, to Oklahomans. I shall argue
that in the boom-and-bust image and cycle, the more fundamental
position is “bust,” out of which booms struggle, rise spectacularly,
though briefly, then fall back to the ground. Despite the official lin-
eal, eschatological time of Christianity, the sense of time experi-
enced in boom and bust is recurrently cyclical, not continuously lin-
eal progress. This image in turn challenges the American image of
continuous, incremental, steady, sustained growth. The mid-Atlan-
tic gradualist philosophy of slow-but-sure, cautious, growth curves
finds little shelter on a prairie that is either drought-dry or
flood-wet. “Boom and bust” as a world view is one of sudden riches
(black gold in oil, a bumper crop of wheat or cotton, or a “killing” on
the stock market). Such riches cannot be earned solely by hard
work, but through the intervention of lady luck—who can abandon
as much as accompany and redeem.

At the infamous Penn Square Bank in Oklahoma City, from its
establishment in 1975 to its dramatic closing on July 5, 1982, be-
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cause of speculative bad loans, geologist Robert A. Hefner and his
banker-followers gambled for “deep gas” at fifteen thousand feet in
the Anadarko Basin. They lost profoundly, but only after having
overextended themselves and everyone who had believed in them
without questioning. “The euphoria of the boom days,” writes Philip
L. Zweig, “had turned to despair at the Penn Square Bank.”3 Early
in his book on the bank failure Zweig writes about the many cul-
tural interconnections that make for Oklahoma boom and bust:

For the descendants of the pioneers who opened up the Oklahoma Ter-
ritory for settlement, the Anadarko Basin became a new frontier, one
that was, in many ways, more hostile and forbidding than the original.
The wildcatters in search of high-pressure gas would find that the
earth gave up its riches even more reluctantly than the Indians who
once inhabited the Oklahoma plains relinquished their land. Indeed,
the search for gas would bring forth individuals whose gambling in-
stincts and opportunistic spirit were bequeathed to them by three gen-
erations of Oklahomans who endured Indian raids, dust storms, tor-
nadoes, and oppressive heat. Oklahoma is a state of stark contradic-
tions. Geographically, it is split in the middle, around Oklahoma City,
by the Cross Timbers, a band of oaks and elms running north to south
that divides the flat prairies to the west from the hillier, more verdant
country to the east. Oklahoma is sophisticated Tulsa, with streets
named after the prestigious Ivy League colleagues of the East. It is
also the more boisterous, rough-hewn Oklahoma City, with its broad
avenues and unbridled suburban sprawl.

Among the most prominent Oklahomans are the descendants of the
original Sooners who managed to enter the territory prematurely and
stake their claims on the land before it was officially opened for settle-
ment at noon on April 22, 1889. That admiration, even reverence, for
the opportunist and the risk-taker and some would say, the white-col-
lar outlaw, survives to this day, side by side with the rigid moral dic-
tates of Bible Belt fundamentalism.4

The Penn Square Bank’s rise and fall in the 1970s and 1980s are a
recent cynosure, a symbolic focal point, of the Oklahoma boom-
and-bust way of life. If they are about “oil and gas” and “banking,”
they are even more so a metaphor about Oklahomanness itself.

Through the description and interpretation of a single image
(“boom and bust” in Oklahoma), this paper addresses such core so-
cial science questions as: What is culture? Where does culture come
from? What keeps culture going? The theoretical approach offered
in this paper differs from a widespread model according to which
economics, or political economy, is regarded as the exclusive driving
force behind Oklahoma (and every other) culture, and in which be-
lief systems, values, attitudes, and the like, are adaptive re-
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sponses—which is to say, are secondary, rather than primary. Al-
though this might be true part of the time, I shall argue that for
part of the cultural picture, as culture is also our human “behav-
ioral environment,”5 we would do well at least to explore whether,
under some circumstances, the institutions of economics and poli-
tics might in fact be located within the ethos or pattern of a cultural
system, rather than be the lineal, Newtonian, cause of culture.

Stated differently, in this discussion of Oklahoma boom-bust im-
agery and experience, I shall propose that economics is, at least
sometimes, of culture, inside culture, the outcome or result of cul-
ture, rather than its cause. Specifically, I explore here the possibil-
ity of a fit between Oklahoma cultural psychology, social situation,
and political economy. It is not that reality (national and interna-
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For 25 years “Penn Square Bank” has been
a popular misnomer for this northwest
Oklahoma City building, planned by the
bank in mid-1980, begun in mid-1981, and
renamed Northwest Tower in mid-July
1982 after the bank failed (OHS photo).



tional economy, political power, natural disaster) is unrelated to the
mythic structure (which is a shorthand way of saying “people’s
imaginations”) of Oklahomanness—or of any group identity—but
that this reality does not directly cause that mythic structure. If
anything, mythic structure selects among events and elevates them
to cultural eventfulness and memory and at times even presses
them to occur in the first place. I suggest that this is true for “boom
and bust” in Oklahoma’s first century. Character, I shall propose, is
destiny.

Historically, the rush for land was the original “boom” in Okla-
homa territorial history, and in later culture and myth. There were,
specifically, five land runs between 1889 and 1895. David Payne, a
mythic “father” of the resettlement of Oklahoma after the “removal”
of American Indians from what became called “the Unassigned
Lands” of the central part of the present state, led the “Boomers” on
their illegal, daredevil incursions or raids into the Oklahoma
Country during the 1880s, only to be evicted temporarily by the U.S.
Army.6 If land was the Boomers’ focus, its claiming and cultivation
was only part of the symbolism. For land in Oklahoma meant a new
start and freedom from families, communities, churches, responsi-
bilities, and pasts they sought to escape. Oklahoma had a cultural
character imposed on it by whites long before they settled it in land
runs. Oklahoma was a kind of last frontier, a little America, within
the continental United States.7 If Oklahomans, heavily influenced
by the Southern Baptist and Church of Christ denominations, were
to become renowned for their conservatism in this “Bible Belt,” one
could say that many of Oklahoma’s founders (not unlike many of
those who, apart from the Puritans, first settled New England)
were more in search of freedom from religion than freedom of reli-
gion.8 Part of that freedom, religious and otherwise, is paradoxically
to be found in the enormous diversity, the schismaticism, of prairie
Evangelical Protestantism. The search for unfettered freedom is an
essential part of “boom” psychology. The re-fettering, so to speak, is
part of the “bust” psychology. Cycles of invasions and evictions, of
early booms and busts, were a part of David Payne’s Boomer “army”
that made incursions into Oklahoma prior to the April 1889 run.

The fusion of land and freedom were heavily theologized, as
Charles Nuckolls writes in his essay on “The Cultural History of an
Oklahoma Identity”: “Members of the clergy . . . responded enthusi-
astically to the Boomer movement as if to a holy cause. At one of
Payne’s settler camps, for example, a chaplain preached from a pas-
sage in Exodus, speaking of President Hays as Pharaoh, Oklahoma
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as Canaan, and the colonists as the Lord’s people. Settlement be-
came a spiritual quest.”9 In this one sees both how land is entwined
with religion, and how there arose a religion of the land itself,
wherein individual settlement became an expression of a divinely
sanctioned entitlement to conquest in the name of personal free-
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David Payne; a Boomer camp in Kansas; and a
lineup of dejected Boomers under arrest for their
incursion into the Oklahoma Country (OHS
Research Division photos).



dom. Behind the legendary Payne, Oklahoma’s rebellious, defiant
father, and the land, the claimed mother to be possessed, settled,
and cultivated, lies the question of what perhaps common family
experiences and formative childhoods made Payne believable,
followable, and emulatable enough to found a state upon. This
raises a question that cannot be answered here: Where does a now-
four-generation Oklahoma character come from, and what sustains
it over time?

In the prairie religion of Oklahoma, the boom-and-bust attitude
is played out in the sheer frequency and intensity of religious reviv-
als held at churches and in tent meetings. There is the almost con-
tinuous search for rebirth, for renewal, and for purification, as if
badness, impurity, dirtiness, and sin were the original, chronic, in-
escapable condition from which escape must be sought. Cycles of
badness and goodness, and return to badness, are rampant. Oral
Roberts as charismatic preacher and televangelist is a social cyno-
sure10 for the cultural exploitability for the wish to feel good/worthy,
and the desperation to succeed. One might examine the search in
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the 1980s and 1990s to attract major industry to Oklahoma
through the metaphor of boom-and-bust and revival. The effort to
attract the federal nuclear super-collider (1987) and the later effort
to attract United Airlines to the state (1991) are part of a magical
expectation placed on technology and business to redeem
Oklahoma, in gigantic leaps of faith.11 They serve as manifestations
of hoped-for secular revivals that never quite occur, or at least
rarely do. The oil “gusher” is a more mundane expression of this
same revival-hope. One might even infer that this same cultural
psychology led to the bank and savings-and-loan extravagant spec-
ulations that preceded the Oklahoma City Penn Square Bank fail-
ure on July 5, 1982.

The “wildcatter,” the high risk-taker, in oil, land, finance, avia-
tion, real estate, and the like is the stuff of Oklahoma cultural leg-
ends. Cattle raisers and wheat farmers constantly remind us that
theirs is perhaps the most hazardous, accident-prone profession of
all, though risk-taking by working with and repairing farm imple-
ments might not at first appearance have the conspicuous
fate-tempting panache of cowboys, rodeo riders, rattlesnake hunt-
ers, or catfish “noodlers” (where a water moccasin might lurk in the
place one hopes to grab a catfish). The central gamble of the
Oklahoma wildcatter is that from hard work and life endanger-
ment, one may find untold wealth, success, and achievement—a gift
far beyond the actual effort itself, but a gift from the sheer riskiness
of trying. One has dared nature, and won—but usually, only tempo-
rarily, for one dares again, and with everything. No culture pattern,
Oklahoman as much as any, is without its costs, emotional as well
as economic. The “downside,” as we say, of boom is bust. Bust is
boom’s price and ever-lurking shadow.

One can detect boom-and-bust phenomena anywhere; doing so is
a matter of cultural pattern-recognition. Then it is a matter of see-
ing it everywhere, in the most seemingly trivial, everyday
occurrence, embedded in the extraordinary. Take, for instance, a
January 1994 fire at the Petroleum Club in Tulsa, Oklahoma, on
the upper floors of a sixteen-story building. A club’s fire becomes
the beginning of a meditation on Oklahoma boom and bust. An As-
sociated Press report from Tulsa contained the following:

The club was formed in 1950 by 22 oil men from Tulsa. During the oil
boom in the 1970’s, membership was restricted to those who received a
certain percentage of their income from petroleum.
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Membership has swelled to 1,200 since the downturn in the oil indus-
try, mostly because the club began accepting non-oil members to stay
in business.

“When the bust came, obviously that was one of the first things to go,”
he [Gary Nestle, manager] said of the requirement. “After that, if you
put gas in your car, you’re in the oil business.”12

Here is an additional illustration of the ordinariness of boom and
bust in Oklahoman’s language. Elaine Barton, who is a researcher,
writes that “boom and bust cycles, it might be argued, leave in their
wake a term familiar to many Oklahomans: ‘revitalization’ [itself, I
might add, a secular version of religious ‘revivals’]. For example:
Downtown Oklahoma City revitalizations projects have come and
gone with the I. M. Pei plan of the 1970s, the String of Pearls parks
of the 1980s, and now, the Metropolitan Area Projects (MAPS).”13 As
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The original white model of the I. M. Pei Plan for Oklahoma City, which Pei created
in 1964, gave an optimistic view of a future revitalized downtown. Looking
south-southeast: the First National Bank Building (center), Ramsey Tower (just be-
low the bank building), and the gentle curve of E. K. Gaylord Avenue (lower left cor-
ner) orient the viewer. (Courtesy Bill Siemens).



with other cycles in Oklahoma culture, these revitalizations start
big and then fizzle, only to be succeeded some years later by another
temporary surge of interest and money.

Both the Dust Bowl and the Great Depression struck vast re-
gions. The Dust Bowl occurred in Colorado, Kansas, Texas, and New
Mexico as well as in far northwestern Oklahoma. None of the
United States escaped the Great Depression of 1929 through the
1930s. Yet, in the local Oklahoman and national imagination, both
the Depression and the Dust Bowl are not only concentrated or fo-
cused more in Oklahoma than elsewhere, and their persistence
made more tenacious, but they are also fused—such as in the popu-
lar Oklahoman and American folklore around John Steinbeck’s
1939 novel (and the subsequent movie), The Grapes of Wrath.14 In a
similar vein, although Colorado, Texas, and Louisiana have much of
the excitement and adventurism associated with oil-and-gas explo-
ration, the boom-and-bust image does not dominate their state
identities the way it does in Oklahoma in so all-consuming a way.

The boom-and-bust orientation to planning, implementation,
and outcome (of virtually any task or activity), has for a century
pervaded Oklahoma religion, wheat farming, land, oil-and-gas ex-
ploration, real estate, banking, weather forecasting, and far more. If
boom and bust is economics—one fueled by a national and interna-
tional presence that flies utterly in the face of prairie individualism
and autonomy—it is also an economics powerfully shaped by Ok-
lahoma cultural psychology. It represents an attitude toward the
world, an expectation of “how the world works,” and toward oneself.
It differs profoundly from, say, colonist Benjamin Franklin’s “Back
East” aphorism: “A penny saved is a penny earned.” Its logic is the
expectation of spasms of spectacular success followed by deep col-
lapse, and a miraculous rising from the ashes by those who survive.
The all-or-nothing orientation leaves little room for gradualism.
There seems to be no such thing as a “good” crop; a wheat harvest is
referred to either as a “bumper crop” or as a “disaster.” Nothing
good lasts; it will always be cut short—by hail or ice, by the federal
government, by vilified Eastern bankers, by the international econ-
omy, by God’s stern judgment. If Oklahoma religion, economy, and
politics have been powerfully influenced by Southern Baptist theol-
ogy, these are also dominant strains that far transcend denomina-
tional boundaries.

Yet another deeply Oklahoman theme, wet versus dry, is closely
tied to boom and bust. According to this theme, there are very wet,
extravagantly successful times, and very dry, dismal times, and lit-
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tle in between, in everything ranging from the state of the soul to
the state of the economy. Televangelist Oral Roberts exemplifies
this attitude. A still further twist on the boom-bust, wet-dry, imag-
ery is the interplay between outside images of Oklahoma and Okla-
homans’ image of themselves. John Steinbeck’s 1939 novel, The
Grapes of Wrath, and the movie soon made from it, spawned tireless
Oklahoman efforts to live down and repudiate the stereotype of De-
pression and Dust Bowl that was nationally branded into Oklaho-
mans’ mental skin from the outside.15

These efforts range from the creation and proliferation of
“man-made” lakes (wetness) to the identification with Richard
Rodgers’s and Oscar Hammerstein III’s 1943 musical Oklahoma!,
the theme-song of which became adopted as the official State Song.
George Lynn Cross, former president of the University of Oklahoma
(OU), wrote in Presidents Can’t Punt (1977) that post–World War II
football at OU was part of a very self-conscious effort, on the part of
one official sector of Oklahoma, to redeem the state from the na-
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The rampant Stock Market speculation of the 1920s, and the wild prosperity that it
created, ended with the Crash of 1929. These shacks were erected in the early 1930s
by homeless migrants in “Irby Camp,” near the Canadian River in Oklahoma City
(OHS Research Division photo).



tional stereotype, to prove it wrong. Football would be a kind of sec-
ular religion, a salvation to redeem the self-esteem of Oklahoma.
Football winning and losing are, too, experienced as weekly booms
and busts during football season.16

If winning big is the driving hope, it rests upon the expectation of
ultimately losing (losing big, losing everything), of remaining a
loser—of pride, of one’s crop, of one’s cattle, of one’s well, of one’s fi-
nancial investment, of one’s land, of one’s home, of one’s imple-
ments. Projects are characteristically launched with great initial
bravado, only to be abandoned shortly thereafter (days, weeks,
months), if they do not quickly materialize and “strike it big.” Time
is measured in terms of very short-term thinking and goal-setting,
despite the prevalence today of corporate “strategic planning,” “mis-
sion statements,” lists of “goals and objectives,” that in recent years
have become a national obsession for anticipating if not controlling
the future. Prairie optimism soon falls back upon prairie fatalism,
and hope for yet another miracle, and for the preacher, prophet, and
profiteer who will inspire the new hope—a recurrent updating of
David Payne’s “boomerism” long after the runs for land are over.
The courting of disaster cycles with the recurrent hope for resurrec-
tion and redemption, both in this life and in the next, the after-
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world. As Nuckolls writes, “The legend of [David] Payne is impor-
tant for bridging together elements that soon became central in the
cultural construction of the Oklahoma adventurer. These elements
included charisma and a quest; flamboyant optimism in the face of
terrible odds; carelessness; and tragic destruction. Political careers,
like Payne’s, lent themselves well to the process of identity con-
struction in the early days as Oklahoma was being created. But
soon the scene shifted. Oil, and not land, became the new frontier,
and new personalities, such as oil promoter and millionaire Ernest
W. Marland, evolved to represent it.”17

Booms may be seen as a cultural antidepressant. Both metaphor-
ically and literally, the cultural counter-depressants in Oklahoma
history are numerous: what they share in common is an attempt at
spectacular reversal of shame and loss: for instance, University of
Oklahoma football and other fiercely competitive team sports,18 the
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mansion and elaborately

landscaped grounds
that the oil boom of the

1920s allowed Ernest W.
Marland to build in

Ponca City, Oklahoma
(OHS Research
Division photo).



man-made dam and lake systems, the abundance of halls of fame
(cowboy, softball, firefighter), the carpeting of green lawns and
Southern lush flowers wherever possible.19 If Oral Roberts, the
well-known televangelist popular in Oklahoma and the nation from
the 1950s through the early 2000s, had not existed, history would
have had to invent him. He was an entrepreneurial, sacred version
of the same secular types as David Payne and E. W. Marland, in-
spirer of the ‘Boomers” and oil-field adventurer/governor, respec-
tively. They reflect and exploit the prairie optimism that barely lies
above the surface of self-doubt and despair. They collectively preach
to an eager audience: “Something good is going to happen to you.”
On the gambler’s edge of hard work is the magical expectation of di-
vine intercession, of a miracle in the form of a “gusher” of “black
gold,” or its absence, a “dry hole,” to “make a killing” on the stock
market, or to lose it all to speculation. One strikes it rich, or barely
makes it. To be a winner is to forestall the feeling of being a
loser—at least temporarily. Oklahomans pride themselves on being
“survivors,” as if the worst is always to be expected, to be suffered
stoically, and outlasted, until the next boom. In a sense, there is no
point to expecting resurrection without first producing a death.
Likewise, there is no such thing as a dry hole—that is, an apparent
defeat—that cannot be learned from and reversed eventually into
a victory.

Even the rhythmic, cyclical, methodical growing of hard red win-
ter wheat (brought originally by the German Mennonites from
Ukraine) in the northwestern part of Oklahoma does not escape the
boom-and-bust psychology.20 For many farmers the bringing in of a
“bumper crop” is always a miracle. Harvest is always awaited in the
shadow of dread hail, flood, tornado, drought, and rust (fungus). A
large part of wheat-farming folklore is the prohibition of optimism,
let alone boasting, until the harvest is securely brought by truck
into the elevator. Bad weather is personified as punishment from
the sky, anthropomorphized as from God; it is “a kick in the pants”
for a life wrongly lived, as one farmer put it. Crop success and crop
failure are all seen as signs of God’s mercy and judgment. Different
as farmers are from oil-field workers (they often despise one an-
other), they have in common an all-or-nothing orientation to suc-
cess and failure. Living at the edge of failure, they hope for a big
success that, for the moment, fends off disaster.

Much superstition and apotropaic magic (“preventive medicine”)
surround wheat farming. While much of it can be seen as an effort
to have control where control of the weather is impossible, it can in
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part be related to boom-and-bust thinking. One common practice is
that following a truly “bumper crop” of wheat, a farmer should not
fertilize the ground. If one exceptionally good crop is a sign of great
luck and Divine blessedness (a reward for right living), two years in
a row of bumper crops is unthinkable hubris. To fertilize immedi-
ately after harvesting an extraordinary crop is to invite disaster,
virtually to assure hail, flood, drought, a late freeze—something
that will bring on a “bust” (punishment) because of human pre-
sumption. So, one waits a year, or perhaps two or three, before fertil-
izing that plot again, in hope that God will not remember how well
that particular tract grew a few years back. “Boom” is followed by
the expectation of “bust,” almost as if one deserves worse for having
had it better. One punishes himself or herself rather than waiting
first to be punished by God and Nature. Of course, this also pro-
duces something of a self-fulfilling prophecy: Even if the crop on the
unfertilized land grows, it is not as good as it could have been. Here,
as in other cultural domains of Oklahomanness, boom generates
bust and not only inexorably follows it.21

Lineal and circular time occupy an important place in Oklahoma
culture. On the surface, one could say that the dominant Oklaho-
man view of time is lineal, future-oriented. Certainly, doctrinal
Evangelical Protestant religion and the American capitalist work
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Growing wheat in western Oklahoma (OHS Research Division photo).



ethic contribute much to such a view. For the past thirty-two years
colleagues in occupational and environmental medicine have often
told me that employers regard Oklahomans to be among the best
workers in America. One works hard and expects a yield from one’s
labor. Responsibility is personalized to the degree that often it is
difficult for many Oklahomans to consider the state, national, and
international economies and politics as affecting one’s prized
self-determination, let alone obstructing it.

One expects a largely cause-and-effect, Newtonian relationship
between effort and outcome. Bad weather, God’s judgment on one’s
character, and other events can intervene, but one still readies his
combine for harvest in June or early July, to reap what he had
planted by tractor the previous late summer or early fall. Officially
at least (and despite the abundance of “pork-barrel” politics and po-
litical patronage of which the late Lloyd Rader, director of the De-
partment of Human Services, was so long an exemplar22), people
wish to earn their lot in life. They want to work for what they get;
they do not want handouts or welfare. One’s ideal work role is by
achievement rather than ascription.

Still, however, barely scratch the surface of this legendary, West-
ern, often farmer-and-cowboy ethos, and one encounters (unexpect-
edly) a rich trove of cyclic time. This is not far removed in concept
from Hindu karma, except that in part one’s lot in this life is seen as
Divine reward for virtue or punishment for sin. Time and life go in
cycles of abundance and scarcity, all-wet and all-dry, gushers and
Dust Bowls, salvation and damnation, profit and loss, all distilled or
condensed into the image of “boom and bust.” Nature, business,
banking, religion, personal family life, are all expected to go in
these cycles of extremes. They mock and subvert human planning
and design—even in our era of strategic plans, mission statements,
goals and objectives, and short-term outcome studies. It is as if, at a
deep level, Oklahomans really do not believe in the outcome, even
perhaps the worthiness, of their own long-term agency. Instead,
something really good, something that feels very good, is bound to
be followed by, or to unleash, a bottoming out. The geography of
heights and depths (heights of ecstasy, depths of despair) is part of
the cyclic imagery.

One repeatedly reads in the newspapers, for example, of how just
before an election there was a giant surplus of funds in the State
budget, only to read a few days after the election that there is a sur-
prisingly immense shortfall. Excesses and indulgences are followed
by repentant and punishing spasms of “belt tightening,” “deep cuts,”
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“trimming the fat,” and other sacrifices. Such economic planning in
Oklahoma is of the speculative, dare-devil, fate-tempting quality
(symbolized by the Penn Square Bank fiasco of 1982),23 so that al-
though Oklahomans tend to see much if not most of the boom-
and-bust cycle as being out of our hands, much is in fact of our own
hands. Oklahomans seem often to sabotage their own success—as if
long-term success, accomplishment, is a forbidden fruit. It is as if
deserving comes only in the form of great success followed by fail-
ure, acquisition followed by deprivation.

In the cultural imagination, lineal must end as cyclic. The cul-
tural logic of investments and the like is similar to the lore of Pecos
Bill and Pecos Pete, who chased and “rode” tornadoes: tornadoes not
only strike us, but we chase and court them, try to out-ride them (as
in automobiles or pickup trucks), defy them (as in trailer camps).

From the foregoing discussion we may draw some conclusions as
to cultural themes, culture memory, and culture future. This brief
paper has examined “Oklahomanness” as a culture and traced the
role long played by “boom and bust” as a central organizing theme
in virtually all areas of life: It has served as a way of remembering
the past, making decisions in the present, and anticipating the fu-
ture. Cultural strengths have a habit of being the flip side of weak-
nesses—that is, of vulnerabilities when taken to extreme. Oklaho-
mans, like all peoples, have the greater choice over their future as
they come to know the often out-of-awareness, emotion-laden prin-
ciples that have ruled their past. It is to be hoped that this paper, a
study in cultural history or in the “metadata” of history, contributes
to this Oklahoma future.
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